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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

To present a complete portrait of Robert Lowell and his 

literary art would be to investigate a lifetime of reading and 

scholarship encompassing an immense scope of world literature, 

philosophy, religion, and languages—areas of information which 

may be recalled with facility by Lowell and which are channeled 

through his historical perspective into his poetry and plays. 

Because that type of study would exceed limitations of space 

and time allotted to a thesis, the present study will be con-

cerned primarily with an interpretation of Lowell*s derivation 

Prometheus Bound as he adapted that play from the Greek 

playwright Aeschylus* version, with a study of the development 

of his themes in that play, and with consideration of some of 

the sources upon which those themes are dependent. Because 

Lowell's play was produced during a year of extreme, active 

interest in the forthcoming presidential election, several of 

the reviewers interpreted that production in the light of the 

author*s own political and personal activities. Later revisions 

in the book indicate the author*s intention to contemplate 

1 



universal meanings rather than merely to vrite a contemporary 

play.1 

The first of two specific purposes herein will be to 

establish that Robert Lowell, having once achieved his reputa-

tion as a poet, purposely adapted the Aeschylean play in order 

to reveal likenesses between ancient and modern man.2 The 

method by which he portrayed that similarity was the utiliza-

tion of a cyclical motif, which is also similar to a Heracleltan 

flux noted in earlier poetic themes.3 Secondly, the develop-

ment of the heroic figure of Prometheus will be considered as 

one of the poet's archetypal images, representing universal 

meaning, and briefly traced from the ancient mythologem obser-

vable throughout worldwide cultures, reflecting a radical 

The word "eagle," which had re-inforced an implication 

of United States* policy, was revised to "vulture,* a more 

traditional translation from the Aeschylean play. See Robert 

Lowell, Prometheus Bound (New York, 1969), P* 63. 

2That aspect of Lowell's work was earlier observable by a 

writer who was among those to compare Lowell's writing to Ezra 

Pound's. See Donald Carne-Ross, "The Two Voices of Transla-

tion," cited in Thomas Parkinson, Robert Lowell: A Collection 

of Critical Essays (Englewood Cliffs, 1968), p. 158. 

•̂ Jerome Mazzaro, The Poetic Themes of Robert Lowell 

(Ann Arbor, 1965), p. 121. 



change during the early nineteenth century, and culminating in 

a quixotic figure in Lowell1s twentieth-century derivation of 

that play originally written by Aeschylus during the fifth 

century before Christ. 

Two other aspects of the role of Prometheus as a hero in 

literature as it has emerged since the Golden Age of Grecian 

literature—the role of trickster and that of creator—will be 

briefly considered, since Lowell*s sources very likely include 

not only those to which Shelley had access when he wrote a lyri-

cal drama about Prometheus, but also a cumulative amount of 

information discovered through specialized studies during the 

past century. Consideration has not been given to those as-

pects of the Promethean figure which have been compared with 

Satan or with Job,2* in favor of the earlier, more primitive 

aspect which Lowell appears to have fused with other character-

istic representations. Within this thesis, investigation has 

focused upon Lowell*s classical influences, particularly those 

derived from the Greek dramatist Aeschylus through Hesiod, and 

upon Lowell* s debt to the younger British Romanticists, Byron 

and Shelley. 

4 
Moses Hadas, A History of Greek Literature (New York, 

1950), p. 81. Cf. Gilbert Murray, Aeschylus: The Creator 

of Tragedy (Oxford, 19^0), pp. 92-95. 



Another problem presented by the present endeavor, in 

addition to the separation of Lowell^ personal and political 

activities from his artistic ability, has been the task of 

isolating controversial assessments by popular writers who 

composed hasty evaluations and who possibly overlooked the merit 

of his art; consequently, the literary interpretation has 

necessarily required independent analysis through appraisal of 

a number of critical opinions based upon the poet's work 

through the first two decades of writing and through critical 

reading of his latest works which appear to reflect a modifi-

cation of tone.5 The consensus is that he has moved away from 

his early poetic mode which emphasized Catholic imagery, has 

returned to traditional forms, but has also experimented suc-

cessfully with free verse. Marius Bewley, an author who pro-

bably has written the most definitive account of Lowell's 

Catholic viewpoint, sometimes called apocalyptic, describes that 

early poetry as a "head-on collision between the Catholic 

tradition and an Apocalyptic Protestant sensibility."6 Bewley 

states that in this collision, he sees a "metaphorical impact 

^Lowell*s work has received labels of determinist, 

rationalist, and surrealist, the latter two terms being sup-

ported by the poet*s own statements. 

^Marius Bewley, The Complex Fate (London, 1952), pp. 159* 

160. 



of staunchly opposed opposites."? Lowell1s use of free verse 

was apparent within his distinctive form of confessional 

poetry. M. L. Rosenthal, an author who has placed Lowell fore-

most in a compilation of the British and American poets of 

renown since World War II, has explicated Lowell1s discovery 

of the confessional mode.8 Rosenthal concludes that Lowell*s 

use of confessional poetry represents an evolution, or a 

strengthening period, and that this evolution "suggests that 

* confessional* poetry was an impermanent but indispensable 

phase of Lowell's development."9 Rosenthal's earlier discus-

sion of Lowell^-0 ascribes that trend of the poetry of confes-

sion to the influence of the Symbolists, Eliot, and Pound. 

The selected comments within the next chapter are intended to 

reflect the trend and the magnitude of the canon of an artist 

whose work appears to be evolving and whose conscience will not 

^Ibid.. p. 160. 

8M. L. Rosenthal, The New Poets; American and British 

Poetry Since World War II (Hew York, 1967), pp. 25-78* 

9lbId.„ p. 78. 

10M. L. Rosenthal, The Modern Poetss A Critical Introduc-

tion (New York, i960), p. 226. 



allow him to appeal to commercial markets.H 

Any evaluation within this thesis has necessarily been 

confined to a minor purpose in correlation with the major 

premises, which are centered upon an investigation of the 

possible influences which are suggested by the imagery in 

Lowell's play Prometheus Bound. Because a study of the organic 

structure of the play revealed that poetic imagery and themes 

have been intertwined and that perhaps that organism12 reflects 

an undertone of reconciliation of a conflict, rather than 

despair of modern civilization, the position of this thesis will 

be that through the medium of drama and the interpolation of 

Junglan symbolism, Lowell has subordinated his use of an apoca-

lyptic, fire-breathing tone in his earliest poetry.^3 While 

his sensitivity still voices concern and his vision often 

appears to foreshadow a prophetic warning, his later writing 

i:iNew York Times. May 31, 1967, Sec. 3, p. 1. 

12 
Allen Tate had anticipated Lowell11 s further development, 

analyzed his organic method at that time, and observed the 

nature of his use of Christian symbolism in 1944. See Allen 

Tate, "Introduction of Land of Unlikeness," cited in Robert 

Lowell Essays, p. 3 6 . 

•^Neville Braybrooke, "The Poetry of Robert Lowell," 

Catholic World. CLXXXXVIII (January 7, 1964), 330-337. Cf. 

John Hollander, Modern Poetry: Essays in Criticism (New York, 

1968), pp. 257-358. 



does offer vindication and resolution rather than condemnation 

and pre-occupation with guilt for an American society. To 

evaluate or explicate the work of a mature writer on the basis 

of his earlier poetic endeavors seems neither fair nor adequate. 

A thorough, if not final, investigation of Lowell's canon at 

present would probably reveal a modification of his social 

consciousness! consequently, one section of this thesis will 

include a brief study of Lowell1s themes. 



CHAPTER II 

LOWELL1 S DEVELOPMENT AS A MAN OP LETTERS 

Robert Lowell*s poetry, from Its inception, has attracted 

not only the attention of contemporary writers in America but 

also a worldwide audience, because of his cosmopolitan interests. 

One volume of poems entitled Poesle has been compiled and trans-

lated into Italian, and other volumes have been published in 

Great Britain and Canada and have received commentary abroad. 

Lowell received the signal honor, for an American poet, of being 

nominated in 1966 for professor of poetry at Oxford.* The 

choice lay between Robert Lowell and Edmund Blunden, and the 

latter was elected. Stephen Spender has written, "Robert 

Lowell is an outstanding pioneer extending the frontiers of 

language, making notable conquests of material which often 

seems too eccentric for poetry and consolidating It in very * 

strong and compact form. 

^"Electing a Poet," Encounter. XXVI (April, 1966), 51-52. 

2Stephen Spender, "Robert Lowell* s Family Album," New 

Republic. CXL (June 8, 1959), 17. 

8 



Lowell* s strong penchant for imagery with diverse possibil-

ities for interpretation probably reflects the influence of 

Ezra Pound, because of Pound*s wide-ranging and sometimes 

peculiar interests. Byatt H. Waggoner has credited Robert 

Lowell with being one of four poets who are responsible for a 

trend from "modernism" to "modern" poetry, ultimately having 

been derived from Pound.3 The last word has not been written 

about either Eliot1s or Pound* s influence, although it is gen-

erally conceded that Eliot was indebted to Pound** and some 

contemporary scholars have traced all modern poetic influence 

to Pound, 

the man of whom Carl Sandburg could once say that he was 

"the best man writing poetry today" while T. S. Eliot, 

whose direction was so thoroughly different from Sandburg's, 

could echo Dante*s praise of Arnaut Daniel by calling 

Pound "il miglior fabbro." the finest craftsman.5 

Lowell's and Pound*s poetics have been compared in one respect 

because of the theory of complex imagery, which approaches a 

^Hyatt H. Waggoner, American Poets: From the Puritans to 

the Present (New York, 1968), p. 5^3• 

^Evidence came to light, as noted in 1951, that Pound acted 

as a critic and editor upon the manuscript of The Waste Land* 

Louise Bogan, Achievement in American Poetry 1900-1950 (Chicago, 

1951), P. 73. 

-*M. L. Rosenthal, A Primer of Ezra Pound (Hew York, i960), 

p. 563. 
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definition used by psychologists.6 Another similarity to Pound*s 

work has been noted more often since Lowell has moved away from 

Catholic imagery. G. S. Praser has adequately described Pound's 

poetic theory, as it is relevant at this points 

It is because of the "scientific," the anthropological 

function of poetry that the exceptions play in it a sig-

nificant part, not unlike that played in medicine by 

pathology. . . it is a special function of the arts, of 

poetry, to render what is unique and unrepeatable about 

the individual; "No science save the arts will give us 

the requisite data for learning in what ways men differ."7 

Since the outlook of varied cultures has been stimulated by 

Pound's direction of other modern poets—namely Eliot and Yeats— 

that Influence Is one of the facets of Lowell's writing which 

will be explored within this study. Lowell* s use of the "con-

flict of opposites" in his early poetry also appears to reveal 

a similarity to Pound's complex imagery, although it could also 

reflect his reading of William Empson's Seven Types of Ambiguity 

in which the seventh type of ambiguity "involves both the anthro-

pological Idea of opposite and the psychological idea of context, 

so that It must be approached warily." Irvin Ehrenpreis quoted 

%aggoner, p. 335* 

^G. S. Praser, Ezra Pound (Edinburgh and London, i960), 

pp. 33-34. 

William Empson, Seven Types of Ambiguity (London, 19^7), 

p. 197. 
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Lowell as stating that "It was hard for him to fiind a subject 

and a language of his own,"9 having developed a formal style 

under the training of Tate, Hart Crane, Ransom, and Eliot. 

However, Ehrenpreis, who has compiled the most comprehensive 

biography written about Robert Lowell through the year 1965# 

believed that by 1959 Lowell "took a line less reminiscent of 

those masters than of Pound* At last he had discovered his 

language and subject."10 Hugh B. Staples, who comments on 

Lowell's use of paradox in Land of Pnllkeness. also notes a 

correlation between his work and Found, as he states, "Like 

Eliot and Pound, Lowell is preoccupied with a sense of loss that 

results from contrasting the promise of the past to the futility 

of the p r e s e n t . T h a t observation of Lowell*s first volume of 

poems has been made by other critics, who usually comment about 

his adaptability toward writing other forms and his growth and 

development in writing more objectively. Among those who per-

ceive the growth between Land of Pnllkeness and Lowell* s 

Pulitzer-Priae winning volume, Lord Weary*s Castle, is Ehrenpreis, 

^Irvin Ehrenpreis, American Poetry. Stratford-Ppon-Avon 

Studies. VII (London, 1965)» P» 8 8• 

10Ibid. 

i:LEugh B. Staples, Robert Lowells The First Twenty Years 

(New York, 1962), p. 20. 
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who has commented further on the prize-winning volume: 

His sense of the past justifies ironically the calmness 
of tone, . . . Lowell also made good use of a set of in-
fluences that he had earlier felt only at some remove, 
as they were present in the work of Tate, Eliot and Ran-
som. These influences emanate from the great line of 
French Symbolists and post-Symbolists, to whom the 
"modern" experimental movement in poetry owes its origin. 
When Lowell turned to Rimbaud, Val^ry and Rilke for 
models, he was accepting the cosmopolitan conception of 
literature that American poets as diverse as Whitman 
and Pound have worked with.12 

The link between Whitman and Pound may be confusing to some 

students who perhaps recall that Pound had once been critical of 

his poetry; however, an updated article describing Pound's 

politics in general explains that he learned to respect Whitman, 

13 

after having criticized his poetry earlier. That article 

alludes to Pound's early idea that "usury spoiled the Republic," 

and to his nostalgia for the "ideal American age of Jefferson̂ "* 

but it goes on to say that in later years, he has expressed 

a fondness for the American society and its accomplishments, 

Jerome Mazzaro's study of Lowell's themes again links the 

younger poet to the precepts of Pound, while he also illustrates 

that Lowell's Imitations reflects a thematic change, moving away 

"^Ehrenpreis, p. 77. 

•^Benjamin T. Spencer, "Pound: The American Strain," 
Publications of the Modern Language Association of America. 
LXXXI (December, 1966), i|57-ii-66a 
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"from a willed poetry to a poetry of Impressions."1^ 

Lowell prepares for this reversal in Imitations (1961), 

a collection of translations from the works of other 

poets. These translations, in essence form the perma-

nent products of past forms of the state against which, 

according to Ezra Pound, modern society must be judged#15 

In consideration of Pound as a preceptor of Lowell, it 

should be noted that they were personally acquainted and that 

Lowell had served on the committee in 1949 which awarded the 

controversial Bollingen Prize to Pound for The Pisan Cantos.16 

Other members of the committee were T. S. Eliot, W. H. Auden, 

Conrad Aiken, Louise Bogan, Catherine Garrison Chap in, Paul 

Oreen, Katherine Anne Porter, Karl Shapiro, Allen Tate, Villard 

Thorp, Robert Penn Warren, Theodore Spencer, and Leonie Adams, 

the Library's Consultant in Poetry in English for that year, who 

took the news to Pound. Aiken, Lowell, and Tate visited Pound 

at S&lnt Elizabeth*s Hospital when he was incarcerated there.17 

^Jerome Mazzaro, The Poetic Themes of Robert Lowell (Ann 

Arbor, 1965)* p. 120. 

15lbid., pp. 120-121. 

^Charles Norman, Ezra Pound (New York, i960), p. 432. 

17Ibid.. p. 442. (toe of Lowell's poems In his newest 

volume commemorates that visit. See Robert Lowell, Notebook 

1967-68 (New York, 1969), p. 71. 
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To estimate exactly to what extent Robert Lowell may have 

been influenced by Pound would be difficult, if not impossible, 

although comments by authors who have studied Lowell's poetry 

have frequently linked the two because of their common interests 

and their poetic style. Mazzaro compares the two poets* econo-

mic views, referring to Lowell's Land of Unllkenessi 

With Pound, for whom he had great admiration, Lowell feels 

the failure of America is basically tied to her economic 

structure. This failure, both poets root in the govern-

ment's continual protection of the manufacturer and finan-

cier at the cost of the public. They trace support for 

their ideas to President Martin Van Buren.^-® 

Prom the economic viewpoint, a transition may be easily accom-

plished to the political viewpoint, if indeed, they can ever 

be separated. For one thing, Lowell's political actlvities^-9 

may be said to parallel those of Pound to a large extent; that 

is, they both have served penalties under accusations of being 

non-patriots. Lowell wrote Land of Unllkeness while he was 

serving five months in a federal prison because of an action 

which he probably considered one of personal integrity. Another 

non-conformist action of Lowell was his refusal to 

*®Mazzaro, Poetic Themes, p. 37. 

^vfhen he refused a Selective Service call, Lowell had 

already tried twice in 1943 to enlist in the Navy but had been 

rejected because of poor eyesight. See Ehrenpreis, p. 72. 
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attend a White House banquet during one term of President 

Lyndon B. Johnson.2® Although the latter action brought wide-

spread publicity, the young poet remained unresponsive to the 

resulting pleas for his cooperation with protesting groups, 

thus implying that his protest was strictly a personal action. 

Basically his attitude of opposition to military action (during 

World War II and in Vietnam) has been consistent in both his 

poetry and speaking appearances. Louis J. Untermeyer considered 

him a "Puritan Lowell in revolt" in 1962, stating, "Like James 

Russell Lowell, his great-grandfather^ brother, and Amy Lowell, 

a distant cousin, Robert Lowell was a consistent nonconformer."2* 

Robert Lowell has been deeply impressed with the New England 

heritage, which is intermingled with his own family heritage. 

Among the hereditary factors which have shaped his distinctive 

Weltanschauung and his poetic themes is the fact that he was 

reared in a locale "where the Cabots speak only to the Lowells 

and the Lowells speak only to God." Included in his ancestral 

2®Conteraporary reviews and other poets* reaction to 

Lowell's protest may be compared in "The Occasion for Protest," 

The Nation. CC (June 21, 1965), 6 5 8 - 6 2 9 or "The Festival Guest 

Here Beat His Breast," Time. LXXXV (June 11, 1956), 2 9 . 

2 •''Louis Untermeyer, Modern American Poetry (New York, 

1962), p. 662. 
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heritage, among other members of distinction, is Edward Winslow, 

one of the Pilgrim fathers.22 Members of his family have been 

depicted frequently in his poetryj23 however, the fact that he 

is a great grand-nephew of James Russell Lowell and a distant 

cousin of Amy Lowell apparently did not influence his decision 

to become a poet.According to the younger Lowell, the repu-

tation of his uncle, within the conversations of the Boston 

family, had been that of a statesman rather than a poet. Not 

until he traveled south to enter college did the young poet 

realize the reputation of his predecessor; by that time his own 

literary career was well underway. 

Young Bob Lowell's interests in classical languages and 

poetry began early. He recalls that he "battled with figures 

of speech and Greek terminology, "25 before he was graduated from 

pO 
Ehrenpreis, p. 69. Also see Hugh B. Staples, Robert 

Lowells The First Twenty Years (New York, 1962), p. 11. 

23por examples of poems in which he fuses his respect for 

his grandfather and for history, see Robert Lowell, Life Studies 

(New York, 1959), pp. 59-69. 

^Frederick Seidel, "Robert Lowell," The Paris Review. VII 

(Winter-Spring, 1961), 56-95. An interesting discussion about 

Amy Lowell is found in Robert Lowell's autobiographical sketch, 

"91 Revere Street," in Life Studies (New York, 1956), pp. 38-39. 

35 Robert Lowell, Life Studies, p. 26, 
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the fourth grade at Brimmer Street School in Boston, after the 

family had bought the Revere Street house, which remained their 

permanent home after 1924. Under the tutelage of Richard 

Eberhart at Saint Mark's School at Southhorough, Massachusetts, 

the thirteen-year-old*student had exhibited interest in Latin 

and Greek and submitted a book of thirty poems to Eberhart, who 

later said that the poems "showed the young poet heavily in-

fluenced by Latin models, but true strokes of imagination came 

through."2^ Among his scholarly accomplishments at that time 

Lowell could also list the reading of Homer*s Iliad and Dante*s 

Inferno and the composition of an essay on the Iliad. After 

Lowell*s poetry had been published, Richard Eberhart evaluated 

that work as conventional, employing a "nicely devised nine-

line stanza," but offering freshness, seriousness and intense 

c oncentrat ion.27 

During the brief period of Lowell*s attendance at Harvard, 

another school which like Saint Mark's2® retained the 

26 
"Second Chance,« Time. LXXXIX (June 2, 1967), 67-74. 

2^Richard Eberhart, "Four Poets,* The Sewanee Review. LV 

(19^7), 324-336. 

og 

Robert Lowell's grandfather, also named R. T. S. Lowell, 

had been headmaster at that Episcopal school, and, of course, 

the Lowell tradition at Harvard is well known. 
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respect and devotion of the Lowells, the enthusiastic young 

poet took the opportunity to visit a fellow New-Englander, 

Robert Frost, and to present him with a "huge epic" of his 

29 

poetry. Frost advised him that he should practice "com-

pression," and "read him Collins's 'How Sleep the Brave' 

as an example of something 'not too long,1"30 After per-

ceiving that such a large institution as Harvard hampers d 

his creative instincts, or as Ehrenpreis phrases it, after 

finding that "the university around him seemed less than 

a nest of singing b i r d s , L o w e l l left the university. 

The departure from Harvard may have provoked a family 

argument, but apparently, according to Ehrenpreis, the 

breach was not a3 sensational as it appears in Time maga-

32 

zine, Young Lowell had visited with Allen Tate during 

the summer preceding his entrance in Kenyon College in Gam-

bier, Ohio, to which college John Crowe Ransom had moved from 

Vanderbilt University, Being both a classical scholar and an 

advocate of the "New Criticism," Ransom inspired the poetic 

Time. June 2, 1967. 

30Seidel, p. 82. 

^Ehrenpreis, p, 70, 

3 2 Ibid. 
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atmosphere which afforded twofold opportunity; In addition, 

Lowell became acquainted with other contemporary poets and 

lived for awhile In Ransom's home. Ehrenprels does comment 

that the poet*s move offered "a welcome substitute for blood 

relations who felt small sympathy with his talent."33 Lowell 

was advised to continue his study of classics and to study 

philosophy, rather than to study English courses exclusively 

as he had at Harvard. Through the teaching of Ransom, he may 

have learned to disagree with Platonic idealism and to distrust 

abstractions, although the latter tendency would coincide also 

with the views of Ezra Pound.34 At Kenyon, Lowell began writing 

poetry for the Kenyon Review. He was graduated surnma cum laude. 

Phi Beta Kappa, and class valedictorian from Kenyon College in 

1940. His other literary achievements by that time had included 

publication of poems in The Chimera. The Partisan, and The 

Sewanee Review. In 1941-1942 Lowell began working as an 

editorial assistant for Sheed and Ward in New York City. During 

1947 and 1948 he served as a consultant in poetry for the Library 

of Congress; predominantly his career has been centered upon 

33Ehrenpreis, p. 70. 

3^Elther Ransom or Pound may have stimulated his interest 

in Prometheus through their own poems. See "John Crowe Ransom's 

Poetic Revisions," Publications of the Modern Language Associa-

tion. LECXIII (March, 1968), 18. 
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the writing of poetry and drama and lecturing at colleges and 

universities, including Harvard University, Boston University, 

Kenyon College, and the State University of Iowa. 

Lowell's early poetic career embodied the use of imagery 

partially induced by the fact of his becoming a Roman Catholic 

in 1940, as even a cursory glance at two volumes, Land of 

Unlikeness (1944) and the Pulitzer Priae-winner, Lord Weary's 

Castle (1946), will indicate.35 Several years intervened before 

he wrote any new poetry, and then in 1950 be published some of 

the earlier poems which he had written during his collegiate 

years, entitled Poems (1938-1939). 

The publication of Lowell's next volume of poems, The 

Mills of the Kavanaughs (1951), provided more diversification of 

plot and character,36 and, at the same time, perplexed reviewers 

who were surveying Lowell's entire canon, since it marked a 

change in style with the "abandonment of Catholic symbolism in 

35p0r a discussion of his Catholicism in these volumes 

and a comparison of Land of Unlikeness with The Waste Land by 

T. S. Eliot, see Hugh B. Staples, Robert Lowell; The First 

Twenty Years (New York, 1963), pp. 15# 40-41. The most 

thorough study of this subject which has been located during 

the present period of research is that of Jerome Mazzaro, The 

Poetic Themes of Robert Lowell (Ann Arbor, 1965), pp. 48-60. 

3^Marzaro, p. 74. 
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favour of classical mythology."37 Staples believes that It 

deserves more attention than it has been given anS that, as a 

whole, the poems reflect a change in Lowell's outlook. Life 

Studies (1959) was written after a studied transformation In 

style from traditional verse to free verse, Staples observes.3® 

Thematically, that volume represents a beginning of his "con-

fessional poetry," for which he has received acclaim. One 

author considers it extremely personal—"sometimes embarrass-

ingly so."39 

Lowell*s venture into the dramatic genre includes three 

books at present, the first one being a free translation of 

Racine*s Phaedra (1961). In that same year, he published his 

poetic translations, Imitations (1961). He has been criticized 

for his freedom in translation by one reviewer who thought that 

he abused the privilege,1*0 even though Lowell makes no pretension 

that they are exact translations. On the contrary, he states 

his intention to use the poetry and plays of other cultures in 

37staples, Lowelit First Twenty Years, p. 55. 

3Bibid.. p. 

^^Waggoner, American Poets, p. 564. 

^°John Simon, "Abuse of Privilege: Lowell as Translator," 

Hudson Review. XX (Winter, 1967), 553-562. 
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juxtaposition with the contemporary American milieu. An 

interesting review of his use of Juvenal*s satires in 

Imitations observes a comparison with Dryden and Samuel 

Johnson.**1 

Before publishing his other two books of plays, Lowell 

wrote Hear the Ocean (1963), & book of original poems, and 

For the Union Dead (196^), a poetic volume reverting to his 

earlier war themes. His first trilogy and first unique en-

deavor to interweave themes based on other sources into an 

original play which effectively superimposed the past upon the 

hg 

present was The Old Glory (1964). That play was presented on 

stage at Yale University, as was his derivation of Prometheus 

Bound (1967) from the Greek playwright Aeschylus, a play in 

which Lowell has managed to assimilate his classical background 

and his developing art in this new prosaic genre. Nevertheless, 

no one could predict the trend of his future writing, since 

111 
^Patricia Meyer Spacks, "From Satire to Description," 

Yale Review. LVIII (Winter, 1968), 232-248. 

ll P 
n<>One reviewer describes Lowells gift "of being past 

and present, self and other, here and there, all at once." 
See Baruch Hochman, "Robert Lowell* s The Old Glory. " Tulane 
Drama Review. XI (Summer 1967), 127-138. A summary of the 
trilogy was written by Katherine J. Worth, "The Poets in the 
American Theatre," cited in American Theatre. Stratford-Upon-
Avon Studies. X (Hew York, 1967), pp. 96-97. 
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Notebook. 1Q67-6B is a collection of sonnets.^ Jerome Mazzaro, 

as an interpreter of Lowell*s entire canon, believes that the 

recent poetic volume continues "the dualistic view of the world" 

which Lowell shares with many classic American writers. He 

refers to its "tensions of light and darkness, liberal and 

conservative, self and shadow. 

One perceptive reviewer who may be closer than other 

critics to Lowell, both in proximity of the poet*s early educa-

tion and in apperception of his response to that education, 

has summarized the essence of his canon through the year 1963 

by stating that the "desire for personal catharisis," the 

poetry of confession, is "pitted against the desire for univer-

sality. "^5 He believes that "Lowell*s special talent would 

seem to be his ability to achieve artistic universality through 

meticulous, often merciless examination of his own experiences,"^6 

and he ranks him as a major American poet: 

^That volume, revised in 1969* contains an introductory 

statement by Lowell, who describes himself as a "surrealist" in 

this instance. 

^Jerome Mazzaro, "Sojourner of the Self," The Nation. CCIX 

(July 7, 1969), 22-24. This article contains an enlightening 

discussion of the poet's changing style. 

*50. B. Eardison, Jr., "Robert Lowells The Poet and The 

! World's Body." Shenandoah: The Washington and Lee University 

Review. XIV (Winter, 1963), 24-32. 

46 'Ibid, 
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Having acquired since 1947 almost every distinction 

which American culture bestows on its highbrow artists, 

Robert Lowell has at least a claim to being considered 

the major American poet to emerge in the post-war period.^ 

Randall Jarrell observed soon after Lowell had published 

Lord Weary*s Castles 

The poems understand the world as a sort of conflict 

of opposites. In this struggle one opposite is that 

cake of custom in which all of us lie embedded like lung-

fish—the stasis or inertia of the stubborn self, the 

obstinate persistence in evil that is damnation. Into this 

realm of necessity the poems push everything that is 

closed, turned inward, incestuous, that blinds or bindss 

the Old Law, imperialism, militarism, capitalism, Calvinism, 

Authority, the Father, the "proper Bostonians," the rich 

who will "do everything for the poor except get off their 

backs."^8 

Jarrell also demonstrated that "normally the poems move into 

liberation."^9 staples had paid special tribute to that trend 

in Lowell* s poetry in Lord Weary* s Castle, when he stated, 

"Thus in *The Exile's Return*, the initial poem in Lord Weary*s 

Castle, he chronicles the death of a tradition and a way of life, 

^Ibid. 

^®Randall Jarrell, "Prom the Kingdom of Necessity," 

cited in Poetry and the Age (New York, 1955), p. 188. 

49 
Ibid., p. 189. Themes of "war, trade, and Jehovah" were 

those which Jarrell delineated in Lowell's early work. Richard 

Wilbur believes that Lowell*s later poetry has an objectivity 

which "renders Lowell1s vision of the world more probable and 

more readily shared." See Anthony Ostroff, The Contemporary 

Poet as Artist and Critic: Eight Symposia (Boston and Toronto, 

1964), p. 87. 
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but at the same time suggests the possibilities of rebirth, not 

unattended by danger."50 staples is among those who have com-

pared Lowell with Yeats in that respect. Having entered his 

third decade of writing, Lowell*s early evaluations by those 

who have observed a similitude between his art and that of 

Pound, Eliot, and Yeats, are substantiated throughout his 

career. One fellow poet and close friend of Lowell also noted 

an analogy between Lowell and James Joyce. 

Randall Jarrell could visualize Robert Lowell as a dramatic 

poet even though he did not live to see his student's later work. 

Observation of Lowell*s use of "stream-of-consciousness, dream 

or dramatic-monologue types of structure"51 caused Jarrell to 

state that Lowell "does not present themes or generalizations 

but a world," and even though he considered the structure of 

Lowell* s early poetry difficult for the reader, it seemed "worth 

the price."52 Jarrell also commented that Lowell*s poems 

resemble traditional English poetry in comparison with "semi-

imagist modern organization." One critic, commenting after the 

5°Staples, p. 33- Cf. Ehrenpreis, pp. 76-77, for another 

example of a comment on the "spring of rebirth" in that poem. 

51Jarre11, pp. 195-197. 

5Saifl. 
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first decade of Lovelies career, compiled a study of the poet*s 

sources, and made the observation that Robert Lowell 

is viewed by a number of contemporary critics as the 

present best hope of American poetry; and since critical 

interest in his work has been high for more than ten 

years, he warrants consideration by the serious student.53 

As Jarrell had noticed the stream-of-consciousness tech-

nique, so Jerome Mazzaro foresaw a likeness in the trend of 

artistic development between Lowell and Joyce, specifically in 

relation to the three basic positions of aesthetic involvement 

defined by Joyce in his Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. 

the three positions being lyrical, epical, and dramatic. The 

latter two are somewhat more apparent during Lowell*s writing 

of the I960's than they were during his first decade of writing, 

and some of his later work may be considered as truly epical, if 

one accepts Mazzaro*s definition of an epical event as one 

"comparable to that described by the psychologist Carl Jung as 

a primordial image or archetype."51* The fact that the younger 

poet* s former teacher John Crowe Ransom "once played with the 

idea of Lowell*s becoming the Ovid or Virgil of America"55 is 

53will c. Jumper, "Whom Seek Ye?: A Note on Robert Lowell's 

Poetry." The Hudson Review. IX (Spring, 1956), 117-125. 

clL 
Mazzaro, Poetic Themes, p. 3. 

S W e n p r e i . , PP. 69-95. 
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mentioned by an author who describes the twentieth century as 

"The Age of Lowell." 



CHAPTER III 

ROMANTICISM AND REBELLION 

IN LOWELL'S PROMETHEUS 

When critics consider the present age as "the Age of 

Lowell,n the average reader may feel "uneasy," as Thomas Park-

inson states that he does,* since the ambiguous nature of the 

term must naturally evoke a chain reaction of mixed impressions, 

depending upon which of Lowell's poems a reader may have read 

previously. One reviewer of Lowell's Prometheus Bound consid-

ered that Lowell and the play were "made for each other."2 

Evaluation of a poetic view which was radical in the beginning 

and which has undergone some modification appears extremely 

difficult during the period in which the poet is living; never-

theless, at least a partial indication of that changing tone 1 

can be seen in the comments from authoritative critics and 

poets within the second chapter of this thesis. 

"^Thomas Parkinson, "For the Union Dead," cited in Robert 

Lowells A Collection of Critical Essays (Englewood Cliffs, 

1968), p. 143. 

2Gerald Weales, "Hew Haven Bound," The Reporter. XXXVI 

(June 15, 1967), 44-46. 

28 
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If the reader should find that the appellation "Age of 

Lowell" suggests an image of a rebel vho evades a draft call, 

who appears at a university rally as a speaker before an 

activist group, or who supports Eugene McCarthy during a pre-

sidential campaign and refuses an invitation to a White House 

banquet for the arts, then the reader may be well informed in 

current events concerning Robert Lowe11j but he may, at the 

same time, be overlooking the poet's historical perspective 

and the poetic nature of his mind. Furthermore, if the reader 

thinks only of a newspaper picture of an unkempt rebel, then 

the term rebel requires further definition, particularly be-

cause of a pejorative sense which that word has acquired during 

the 1960*8. Albert Camus presents a lengthy discussion of the 

term rebel, as well as the distinction between rebellion and 

revolution, which definitions are especially useful because of 

his own historical survey of those terms. The opening sentences 

of his study3 provide a key for later interpretation of Lowell1s 

Prometheus Bound, as Camus answers his own questions "What is 

a rebel? A man who says no, but whose refusal does not imply 

a renunciation. He is also a man who says yes, from the moment 

he makes his first gesture of rebellion.« 

^Albert Camus, The Rebel (Hew York, 1956), p. 13. 
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Camus explains the spirit of rebellion as capable of 

existence only within Western society, where there exists a 

theoretical equality,1* which, as he observes, "conceals great 

factual inequalities." In societies where tradition is upheld 

as sacred, the problem of rebellion does not exist; therefore, 

Camus states that "for the Inca and the pariah the problem 

never arises."5 Definitions which are perhaps even more rele-

vant to the contemporary study are those of revolution and 

rebellion utilized by Camus, who construes the word revolution 

from the meaning that it has in astronomy—"a movement that 

describes a complete circle, that leads from one form of govern-

ment to another after a complete transition.While rebellion 

is limited in scope, Camus proves that revolution originates in 

the realm of Ideas and ends by destruction of men and principles. 

(Rebellion may be purposeless, involving neither methods nor 

reasons.) No revolution has ever been completed in history, he 

states; nevertheless, he notes that the "society born of the 

1917 revolution is fighting for universal dominion.Accord-

ing to Camus* definition, there could be only one complete 

revolution. 

^Caraus, p. 20. 5lbid. 

6lbid., p. 106 7ibid., p. 107. 
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In fact, if there had ever been one real revolution, 
there would he no more history. Unity would have been 
achieved, and death would have been satiated. That is 
vhy all revolutionaries finally aspire to world unity 
and act as though they believed that history was con-
cluded .8 

Camus explains that just as each rebellion implies some kind of 

unity, the "rebellion of 1789 demands the unity of the whole 

country."9 The historical aspect of rebellion which Camus pre-

sents could be compared with Lowells symbols for unity, as 

they are to be interpreted in the last chapter of this thesis, 

even though specific tenets of Camus* philosophy are irrelevant 

to this study. Camus* historical perspective, however, is 

pertinent to this study in order to envision the spirit of the 

past and to secure a basis on which to study Lowell* s plays 

against the background of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

Whereas Camus observed that the nineteenth century opened 

to "the crash of falling ramparts," Alfred North Whitehead, the 

noted English philosopher, delineated three main currents of 

thought from the eighteenth through the twentieth centuries, 

each of those currents having its origin in the previous period, 

the French Revolution. The three sources of faith during the 

nineteenth century, he states, were (1) the Romantic Movement, 

8 lb id., p. 107. 9Ibld.. p. 125. 
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(2) the gathering advance of science, and (3) the advance in 

technology.10 After describing the dichotomy of mechanization 

and organic features of nature within the present culture, 

Whitehead also proposes a hope of unification of the forces 

which have been separated because of rapid advances made 

through science. 

It should be the task of the philosophical schools of 

this century to bring together the two streams into an 

expression of the world-picture derived from science, and 

thereby end the divorce of science from the affirmations 

of our aesthetic and ethical experiences.11 

That optimistic outlook coincides with Jacques Barzun*s obser-

vation, concerning the poetic motive of the Romanticists, that 

"the problem was to create a new world on the ruins of the 

old.m1^ 

That certain facets of Romanticism still survive in such 

a sophisticated culture as that of twentieth-century America 

can be observed only if distinctive features of Romanticism are 

defined and exemplified. Jacques Barzun has written an 

1^Alfred North Whitehead, Science and the Modern World 

(New York, 1967), p. 95. 

11Ibid.. p. 156. 

12Jacques Barzun, Classic. Romantic and Modem (Boston, 

1961), p. 14. 
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interpretation of Romanticism which is basic to more specific 

consideration of the individual writers and their separate 

contributions. Since the term Romantic has frequently been 

abused, he states clearly the reasons that the poets of the 

early nineteenth century "cannot be made into a romantic 

school." although "they equally clearly partake of a romanti-

cist temper."̂ -3 For the purposes of the present study, the 

statements of certain critics who have observed the continuous 

trend of Romanticism will be pertinent in comparing nineteenth-

century and twentieth-century Romantic attitudes. First the 

question of Romanticism versus anti-Romanticism should be con-

sidered. 

Since Robert Lowell has been established as a poet who 

modeled his writing after Ezra Pound, and since some observers 

of Pound*s work have thought it to be anti-Romantic, that point 

of difference must be established in view of recent studies. 

Humbert Wolfe, in taking up that question, has explained that 

Ezra Pound and his followers were not concerned with substance 

but with form, which they wished to destroy.1^ The argument 

that Eliot and Pound and those who followed their poetic moder-

^Barzun, p. 15. 

^Humber 
1933), P. 16. 

•^Humbert Wolfe, Romantic and Unromantic Poetry (London, 
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were anti-Romantics has been countered by 6. S. Fraser, whose 

view is generally supported by Sir Herbert Read, John Bayley, 

and John Prank Kermode. Fraser believes that modern poetry, 

which "at one time was considered as marking a reaction against 

the romantic tradition, can be considered, in fact, as continu-

ing and perhaps completing that tradition.*'^ According to 

Fraser, 

The Romantic Revival can be seen as the grand forma-

tive influence upon the greater poetry of the Victorian 

age: even though Arnold consciously reacted against it, 

and even though, in Browning and Tennyson, the new 

Victorian themes—in a sense 1 outer* and fsocial* themes— 

of faith and doubt complicated the early Romantic mood 

of self-exploring aspiration and of direct response to the 

deep life of nature and of the mind. Similarly, at a 

certain distance, and with a certain complication, the 

greatest poet of our own age, Yeats, can be seen as coming 

out of the Romantic Revival."* 

Robert Lowell*s modern tone may be explained as Romantic 

irony, according to John Crowe Ransom, who states concerning 

Platonic poetry that it is 

positive when the poet believes in the efficacy of the 

ideas. It is negative when he despairs of their efficacy, 

because they have conspicuously failed to take care of higi, 

and utters his personal wail* 

"I .fall upon the thorns of life*. I bleed*." 

254. 

l-*G. S. Fraser, Vision and Rhetoric (New York, I960), p. 

•^Ibid.„ p. S3, 
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This Is "Romantic Irony," vhich comes at occasional 

periods to interrupt the march of scientific optimism. 

But it still falls under the category of Platonism; it 

generally proposes some other ideas to take the place of 

those vhich are in vogue.*7 

Although Hansom may have misrepresented Shelley^ line by 

selecting it out of context, his concept of "Romantic Irony" 

should he useful in the interpretation of Lowell11 s play. 

The continuing trend of Romantic influence and the manner 

in which it has been misunderstood has been observed by a noted 

biographer of Byron, Leslie A. Marchand: 

In a world of scientific thinking and critical realism, 

is there a place for the romantic impulse, a seat where 

romantic literature may repose unapologetically? Is 

Romance necessarily an "illusioned view of the universe," 

as it has been called by one modem critic? Must one who 

sees value in Romanticism cling to a foggy imaginative 

fusion of the real and the ideal? Further, must romantic 

literature and the response to it disappear with the ad-

vance of scientific knowledge?^® 

Marchand expresses the belief that despite disillusioning skep-

ticism today, there is a "universal psychological demand" for 

belief in the "creative power of the imagination."19 Of all the 

17 
John Crowe Ransom, The World*s Body (Baton Rouge, 1968), 

p. 122. 

18 
Leslie A. Marchand, "Byron and the Modem Spirit," The 

Maior English Romantic Poets t A Symposium in Reappraisal 

(Carbondale, 1957), P» 162. 

19 Ibid. 
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Romantic writers, he notes that "Byron came the nearest to 

expressing the modern temper which willingly or perforce is 

ready to face any of the facts that science can present."20 

According to Ransom*s definition of Romantic irony, the 

full impact of which can be seen more clearly through the work 

of Byron, it could be said that Byron is the link between the 

tone of literature from the nineteenth century into the twen-

tieth century. Recent scholars have found that the ironic 

tone of Byron set the pattern for modern writers. Ernest 

Lovell has commented on the "elements of unity, irony, and 

Imagery in Dofl Juan, a work of great originality and undeniable 

excellence, essentially unlike anything before it,w21 although 

he also pays notice to Byron's two other great satires, Betroo 

and The Vision of Judgment. Byron*s seemingly frivolous 

attitude may have caused his satirical works to be undervalued 

during his lifetime but has now become a subject of serious 

study because of his unique contributions to style. One example 

of his irony, which also points up his modernism, is shown in 

the First Canto of Don Juan, beginning in Stanza CXXVIII: 

20Ibid. 

21 
Ernest J. Lovell, Jr., "Irony and Image in Byron*s Don 

Juan, n The Ma lor English Romantic Poets i A Symposium in Re-

appraisal (Carbondale, 1957)# P* 131® 
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Man1s a strange animal, and makes strange use 

Of his own nature, and the various arts, . . . 

This is the age of oddities let loose, 

and continuing through Stanza CXXXII: 

This is the patent-age of new inventions 

For killing bodies, and for saving souls, 

Another author who sees modern poetry as a continuation of 

the Romantic tradition, Stephen Spender, discusses nostalgia as 

one of the aspects of a literary movement2^ which began in the 

1890*s and later became modified by Eliot and Pound in the form 

of irony. Spender considers nostalgia, as "one of the most pro-

ductive and even progressive forces in modern literature."25 

Lowell* s contribution to that trend could be seen in the state?-

ment that "Pound and Eliot provided their own nostalgia with 

the most powerful defence of alls elaborate irony directed at 

a persona in the poetry which could be identified with the poet 

22 
"George Gordon Lord Byron, The Complete Poetical Works of 

Byron (Boston, 1933), p. 762. 

23Ibld.. p. 763. 

24 
Stephen Spender, The Struggle of the Modern (Berkeley 

and Los Angeles, 1963), p. 310. 

g5lbld.. p. 212. 
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26 

himself." One primary distinction between the tone of Lowell*8 

modern play and Eliot* s The Waste Land becomes evident in the 

light of Spender*s explication2? in which he describes The 

Vaste Land and Orwell*s 1984 as reflections of anti-vision or 

despair. Spender considers that the attitude of despair is 

characteristic of the necessity of being modern among twentieth-

century writers. 

The apocalyptic vision through which Shelley could foresee 

a rise in the individual status of men and a rising growth of 

democratic forms of government has become for modern writers 

"anti-vision," Spender explains. Contemporary writers in the 

United States may share that feeling of anti-vision; neverthe-

less, in Lowell* s works and in some others, a note of hope has 

been found through his consistent return to the cyclical motif. 

Basic differences arise necessarily between the vision of 

Shelley and Lowell because of the influence of their respective 

environments. Lowell, nevertheless, shares Shelley's belief 

that poetry can be a vehicle for the author*s political convic-

tions while believing at the same time that the meaning of 

poetry should not be restricted by a specific historical milieu. 

26Ibid., p. 813. 

2^Stephen Spender, The Creative Element (London, 1953)# 

p. 27. 
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The primary difference between the apocalyptic vision of Love11 

and that of Shelley is the difference between Lowell*s Christian 

faith, tinged with Puritanical doctrine, and Shelley's world 

view of a moral and social evolutionary movement on earth. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE PROMETHEAN MYTHOLOGEM 

Although in some ways a very independent work, Robert 

Lowells Prometheus Bound is to he seen as essentially a con-

tinuation of the major dramas which were written about the 

mythical figure. Discussion of particular variations among all 

these major dramas on Prometheus would entail a much more 

extensive study than is proposed in this thesisj however, some 

of the notable innovations which Lowell made on the basis of 

his predecessors* works should be helpful in understanding the 

character of Lowell's Prometheus. Both Shelley and Lowell are 

known to have studied the Prometheus Vlnctus by Aeschylus, and 

apparently Lowell, like Shelley, studied everything concerning 

the Promethean mythologem which was available to him. 

Myths which are inherent in our Western civilization and 

literary heritage have recurred in the minds of men in many 

primitive cultures, and when they represent universal truths, 

anthropologists have found significant analogies between the 

thoughts of primitive man and those of civilized man. Prome-

theus, the Greek benefactor to mankind who rebelled against 

40 
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Zeus, an anthropomorphic representation of a tyrant in the 

Greek hierarchy of polytheistic worship, is among those mytho-

logical figures which can be considered archetypal images. 

The story of the Fire-Bringer* prevails among many primitive 

tribes as a representation of one who brought the secret of 

the beneficial use of fire; sometimes he is also symbolic of 

knowledge or power. Parallel myths which have been observed in 

primitive cultures by anthropologists are thought to have pre-

ceded the names given themj that is, they antedate any mytholo-

gem which includes those names,2 and they probably represent an 

even more primitive form of nature-worship. On the basis of 

that worldwide observation of parallel myths, myths which repre-

sent universal truths have come to be considered by Carl G. 

Jung as products of the "collective u n c o n s c i o u s . " 3 Jung*s 

archetypes are not "inherited ready-made images," although 

Jolande Jacobi, author of a book which explains Jung's symbols, 

*The Navajo Indians conceived of the Fire-Bringer as a 

coyote or trickster figure. See Carl B. Jung, Man and His 

Symbols (New York, 1968), p. 114. 

o 
Andrew Lang, Custom and Myth (London, 1885), p. 6. 

•a 
JJung, Symbols, p. 107. 
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finds that they have frequently been misinterpreted.2* Jacobi, 

answering the argument that acquired characters or memories 

cannot be inherited, states that those who have raised that 

argument 

have refused to understand that these "primordial 

images," which are similar only in their underlying 

pattern, are based on a principle of form that has always 

been inherent in the psyche; they are "inherited" only in 

the sense that the structure of the psyche, as it is 

today, embodies a universally human heritage and bears 

within it the faculty of manifesting itself in definite 

and specific forms.5 

The archetypes may be best understood as "primordial forms 

that arose at a time when the conscious mind did not yet think 

but only perceived. . . Applying Jung's concepts to mytho-

logy, Jacobi observes that 

mythology, as a living reflection of world creation, is 

the form of manifestation, the "primordial guise" assumed 

by the archetypes in the process of becoming symbols. 

Since the basic forms of the archetypes are common to all 

nations and times, it should not surprise us to find amaz-

ing parallels in the myths that have arisen autochthonously 

in every corner of the earth.7 

Historically, the myth of Prometheus is as ancient as 

^Jolande Jacobi, Complex/ Archetype/ Symbol: in the 

Psychology of C. G. Jung (New York, 1959), p. 51. 

5Ibid., pp. 51-52. 6lbid., p. 50. 

7Ibld.. p. 109. 
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primitive societies, perhaps because, as Jung suggests, mail's 

mind will postulate a higher being through its a priori rea-

soning, but Lowell has made Prometheus and Zeus appear as 

modern figures, a little less than the gods of Olympian beliefs. 

Whereas Aeschylus had elevated the trickster figure and had 

added dignity to the character, Lovell has reverted to some of 

the more primitive characteristics of Prometheus from ancient 

mythology.® The evolution of the figure of Prometheus through 

poetry and drama of Western literature has been traced for 

specific purposes in separate studies. Lawrence Zillman cate-

gorizes the four major representations of that figure as 

follows: (l) humanity, (2) the mind or soul of man, (3) a " 

religious manifestation, and (4) a political manlfestation.9 

Douglas Bush sketches the use of the Prometheus myth in English 

literature through the early twentieth century, while indicating 

that the eighteenth-century writers found the myth of Prometheus 

"too vast and explosive."10 Thus the turning point In this 

8Significantly for the later interpretation, Lowell relied 

more on the Hesiodlc version of mythology, whereas most English 

poets have alluded to the Orphic mythology, which Shelley had 

utilized. 

^Lawrence J. Zillman, Shelley*s Prometheus Unbound: A 

Variorum Edition (Seattle, 1959), P« 3°9. 

• 

^Douglas Bush, Mythology and the Romantic Tradition in 

English Poetry (Cambridge, 1937), P* 78. 
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literary strain falls in the early nineteenth century, particu-

larly among the Romanticists, since Victorian writers generally 

considered it only a pagan myth.H 

Thorslev has traced some of the influence of the Prometheus 

story on English Romanticists to the Spanish allegorist Calde-

ron,12 while Zillman stresses the influence of Boccaccio*s 

vork in this connection. One other interesting speculation 

which Thorslev makes is that "Prometheus owes his first Roman-

tic treatment to the period of the German Sturm und Drang." 

and that "the Germans* interest in the legend came from their 

reading of that ubiquitous English pre-Romantic philosopher, 

the Earl of Shaftesbury.nl3 Thorslev explains that it was the 

novel treatment of the story of Prometheus as an ideal artist, 

a second maker, and "a just Prometheus under Jove," that the 

young Germans seized.12* Referring specifically to Goethe*s 

^Elizabeth Barrett Browning had been unable to blend 

Hellenism with Christianity although she admired Aeschylus. 

Ibid.. p. 267. 

12Peter L. Thorslev, Jr., The Byronic Hero: Types and 

Prototypes (Minneapolis, 1962), p. 114. 

13Ibid.. pp. 114-115. 

14 
lbid. It should also be noted that the origin for this 

conception of Prometheus is also classical, as Ovid had adapted 

that version, probably from the Greek poet Apollodorus (fl. 140 

B. C.). See Zillman, p. 727 • 
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fragmentary play about Prometheus, Ronald Peacock considers it 

one of the playwright*s examples of "intense Life and Creative-

ness combating what is fossilized and dead and making a human 

glory against the vast background of all nature and all 

history."15 The monologue of Prometheus, he believes, is com-

parable with a speech from Egmont. another one of Goethe*s 

plays, in which he depicts the meaning of freedom—"the romantic 

idea of self-fulfillment behind the politics, here affirmed aa 

an absolute and splendid challenge of the individual."^ 

Dorothy Schlegel further describes the influence which Shaftes-

bury may have wielded on both German and British Romanticists. 

After explaining Shaftesbury*s portrayal of Prometheus,1? she 

states an opinion that Shelley was influenced by an idea of 

Shaftesbury "that the moral sense can be nurtured. . . Man is 

therefore perfectible."18 

When Shelley wrote his Prometheus JZckfilinfl, he chose a 

^Ronald Peacock, Goethe*s Major Plays: An Essay (New 

York, 1959), p. 33. 

1 6 lb id.. p. 41 

^Dorothy B. Schlegel, Shaftesbury and the French Deists 

(Chapel Hill, 195̂ .), p. 27. 

16Ibid., p. 32. 
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point of view similar to that of Goethe to exalt the concept of 

the poetic imagination, and he took exception to any supposition 

that Aeschylus had intended Zeus and Prometheus to be reconciled 

in the final play of the trilogy. Within his preface, Shelley 

described the Titan as "the type of the highest perfection of 

moral and intellectual nature,"19 which statement led Lawrence 

Zillman, an editor of Shelley^ Prometheus Unbound, to conclude, 

"Prometheus as the Mind or Soul of Man was suggested by Shelley 

himself."20 Byron*s Prometheus, on the other hand, seems to 

anticipate somewhat the modern concept of the anti-hero, as he 

speaks of a 
\ 

sad unallied existence; 

To which his Spirit may oppose 

Itself—and equal to all woes, 

And a firm will . . . 

Triumphant where it dares defy, 

And making Death a Victory.2* 

Lowell has adapted the concept of the "mind of man" from 

Shelley, but he perhaps derives the spirit of alienation and 

the ironic style from Byron. 

"^Percy Bysshe Shelley, The Complete Poetical Works of 

Percy Bysshe Shelley (London, 1927)> P» 201. 

20Zillman, p. 310. 

21Byrdn, p. 191. 
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THREE PROMETHEAN DRAMAS 

Each of the several great dramas of Prometheus, written 

during separate periods of history, should be considered 

against its environmental circumstances in order to gain a 

clear perspective, since the attitude of each of the specified 

poets, Aeschylus, Shelley, and Lowell, would necessarily have 

been affected to some degree by political and personal events 

within his own lifetime. Therefore, in discussing specific 

examples from the works of the individual writers, some consid-

eration should be given to attitudes and influences within the 

three periods concerned—the fifth century before the Christian 

era in Greece, the early nineteenth century in England, and 

the twentieth century in the United States, specifically* the 

years since i960. 

Two other shprt works, Goethe1s fragmentary drama and 

Byron's short poem, "Prometheus," could also be seen as influen-

tial on the modern play. Thorslev notes, with reference to 

Byron* s dramas, Manfred and Cain, that the Promethean vision 

becomes one of "man not fated, but free; defending his essential 

dignity and his chosen values in a naturalistic and alien uni-

verse." See Thorslev, p. 116. 

47 
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The specialization of modern industrial civilizations 

distinguishes their environments from the environment of the 

Greek period under scrutiny, a period during which philosophy 

included both science and worship, as well as political theory, 

and poetry included philosophy and rhetoric. In addition, the 

fact that Greek democracy did not have to cope with revolution-

ary change caused by rapid technological advance provides one 

more distinction—a distinction which marks a correlation be-

tween the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in the history of 

ideas. That distinction may be seen in the ratio of advance-

ment during a fifty-year period in each of the two environments. 

Referring to the effects of the Industrial Revolution in England, 

Stephen Spender has stated that "Carlyle, Ruskin, and Morris 

hated industrialism and tried to reconcile social reform and 

progress with a medievalist revival."2 During the latter nine-

teenth century, the optimism which Shelley had shown toward 

scientific achievements began to fade, and poets who shared his 

conception that the function of a poet is to be an unacknow-

ledged legislator of the world^ became concerned over the 

2Spender, Struggle. p. 212. 

^Percy Bysshe Shelley, "A Defence of Poetry," The Complete 

Works of PercT Bysshe Shelley. VII (New York, 1930), 140. 
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inability of sociological reforms to keep pace with industriali-

zation. The anti-vision of modern poets has been discussed in 

another section of this thesis. Robert Lowell, then, maintains 

as one of his purposes the prophetic warning of the overdevelop-

ment of scientific progress, if it is uncontrolled by legisla-

tion. Lowell's attitude toward science may be found within an 

early statement by Prometheusj "Used skillfully, fire can re-

make, or destroy the earth. Man*s uses, however, are 

limited. . . and elaborated later, in a passage beginning 

with Lowell*s Prometheus stating: "Fire will be the first 

absolute power and the last to rule."5 

In consideration of the period during which Aeschylus 

lived, the literary historian must take into account the facts 

that he had been a combatant in the Persian Wars, when Greece 

had defeated Persia; that in his play, The Persians, he had 

presented the war from the Persians* point of viewj that in his 

Oresteia he had anticipated the rising of Greek democracy and 

justice and a trend toward monotheism. However, those trends 

were not effected among the Hellenic peoples until the end of 

^Robert Lowell, Prometheus Bound (New York, 1969)* P» 11• 

5Ibid., pp. 55-56. 
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the Persian Wars and the rise of Pericles* government in 

444 B. C. Aeschylus* death occurred twelve years before the 

time that Pericles began to preside over the true form of 

democracy, as it was later to be considered, and twenty-eight 

years before the birth of Plato, the philosopher who was to 

influence the Greek spirit toward acceptance of the freedom and 

dignity of individual man. The manner in which Aeschylus had 

dramatized his message through purposeful ambiguity was particu-

larly necessary because the Greek city-states, although they 

were autonomous in their independence, were less tolerant with 

freedom of expression than they were later to become during the 

age of Pericles. The reflection toward the sanctity of religion 

and tradition and the change of attitude toward freedom of ex-

pression may be observed in the tonal contrast between the plays 

of Euripides and the plays of Aeschylus. 

The ritual pattern of Greek drama is a well-known fact, 

although scholars lament the unfortunate circumstances which 

have made the complete Prometheus trilogy of Aeschylus unavail-

able for modern readers. If the final play were accessible, 

the speculation is that Aeschylus would have effected a restora-

tion of order, and the possibility is that some inference of 

rebirth or regenerations in other words, a cyclical motif would 

be evident. The cyclical view in Greek drama is not too far 
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removed from the Christian belief of resurrection.^ From the 

viewpoint of Jungian psychology, the sacred belief of primitive 

men represents an archetypal pattern of the human mind which 

conceived the belief in rebirth and regeneration from the obser-

vation of nature J As cyclical patterns were used to explain 

nature and were observed to influence primitive worship, they 

also have become predominant in some theories of history. To 

say that history repeats is not to say that each event will re-

cur in exactly the same manner but rather that, as the English 

historian Arnold J. Toynbee has stated, history moves in cycles 

or patterns. Nor was Toynbee unique in that approach to 

history. 

Since the term "cyclic" may have more than one connotation 

for individual readers, the term as used herein is to be defined 

as "the cyclic character of phenomena—cyclic, that is because 

of the tendency of the final stage to curve back towards the 

initial stage of the process in question."® An explication of 

^Carl G. Jung, Man and His Symbols (New York, 1968), p. 142. 

Jung explains the affinity between the religion of Orpheus and 

the religion of Christ, particularly In the significance of the 

ritual. 

7Ibid., p. 143. 

8J. E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols (New York, 1962), 

p. 72. 
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Lowell* s methods in his derivation from Aeschylus would also 

reveal that his modern play projects a cyclic view in three 

distinct ways, other than in the socio-historical theme: first, 

through a structural form; secondly, by means of the repetition 

of words or phrases which indicate "circling" or "spiralling;» 

thirdly, through techniques which have also been noted in his 

poetic works. The use of the cyclic technique, while it may 

not necessarily indicate that Lowell Intended his imagery to 

suggest the dawn of a new age, does reveal a significant analogy 

to classical ideas; specifically, those of Plato and Virgil. 

Allusions to Plato and to Virgil also reveal Lowell*s reliance 

upon sources which are similar to those used by Shelley. A 

classical allusion to Virgil*s Fourth Eclogue re-inforces the 

cyclical motif, in the lines beginning "Born of Time, a great 

new cycle of centuries . . . " and ending " . . . yes, Apollo 

reigns now." (11. 5-10).9 Shelley*s Hellas recalls that similar 

motif, with the addition of certain imagery, on which Lowell 

may have drawn: 

The world*s great age begins anew, 

The golden years return, 

The earth doth like a snake renew 

Her winter weeds outworn; 

^Virgil, The Eclogues and Georgies of Virgil, translated 

by C. Day Lewis (Garden City, 1964), p. 25. 
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Heaven smiles, and faiths and empires gleam, 

Like wrecks of a dissolving dream.10 

(11. 1060-1065) 

The first and most obvious observation which might be made 

about Lowell* s Prometheus Bound concerns his adaptation of the 

cyclical motif, probably patterned after the ritualistic pattern 

of Greek drama, as perceived in Aeschylus' extant trilogy, and 

as adapted by Shelley. Examples of a cyclical motif may be re-

called from Shelley's "Ode to the West Wind;" in addition, at 

leaBt three notable examples from Lowell's poetry are significant 

enough that they are becoming well-known. The last three lines 

of "Christmas Eve Under Hooker's Statue" will be familiar to 

admirers of Lowell's early work: 

"All wars are boyish," Herman Melville saidj 

But we are old, our fields are running wilds 

Till Christ again turn wanderer and child.11 

The last line of his "Our Lady of Walsingham" section of "The 

Quaker Graveyard in Nantucket" also connotes the rebuilding after 

destruction: 

The Lord survives the rainbow of His will.13 

A third example, one which is often quoted in explications of 

10Shelley, Poetical Works, p. 4 7 2 . 

11Robert Lowell, Lord Weary'a Castle (New York, 1946), p. 1 7 . 

12Ibid., p. 14. 
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Lowell's poetry may be found in "Where the Rainbow Ends": 

"The dove has brought an olive branch to eat."*^ 

Lowell's image of Apollo is a shadowy figure, which must 

be associated through complex imagery, rather than being a 

personage as he appeared in Shelley's Prometheus Unbound or a 

symbol of justice as he appeared in Aeschylus' Oresteia. Each 

of several stages in the evolution of worship, from the ancient 

Ophiolatry through the worship of Apollo as a guardian of wis-

dom because of his triumph over the serpent, may be associated 

through Lowell's three distinct images of the serpent, each 

traceable to a classical source. The hymn to Apollo,"^ once 

attributed to Homer, describes the evolution of the worship of 

Apollo, who, as a child, was said to have slain a python (some-

times associated with Typhaon, or Typho). The hymn further 

explains the reason for the founding of Apollo's temple at 

Delphi and the association between Apollo and the dolphin 

l£ 
through another heroic venture, 

On the one hand, reference to Apollo could signify, as it 

1^Ibid.. p# 69. 

"^Homer, The Homeric Hymns: A New Prose Translation, trans-

lated by Andrew Lang (London, 1899), pp. 113-12i{.. 

1*5 
Ibid., p. 130. Lowell's images of the dolphin, the sea, 

and the serpent would all suggest the figure of Apollo. 
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did for Aeschylus and Virgil, a trend toward a form of govern-

ment which incorporated justice and the flourishing of the 

arts.1^ That Apollo represents the dawn of a new age is merely 

one avenue of association between Lowell*s knowledge of the 

classics and his interest in contemporary events. For Virgil, 

the Fourth Eclogue was an expression of optimism, as H. J. Rose 

recountsj*7 moreover, he observes that the time when Virgil was 

writing was "a time when all men of good will would naturally 

be anxious for the future," and historical events of the time 

could produce hopes of a peaceful settlement between Eastern 

and Western sections of the Roman Empire.3,8 On the other hand, 

the reference to Apollo could represent wisdom, because of the 

oracular temple at Delphi. Although those utterances were often 

misinterpreted and many rulers attributed faulty leadership to 

the ambiguity of the interpretation, those Delphic oracles 

The evocation of Apollo as a patron of the arts could 

account for Lowell*s projection of that figure through imagery, 

as a shadowy figure, rather than presenting him on stage as 

Shelley had done, since apparently Lowell believes that the 

arts have been neglected in recent years. 

17 
'H. J. Rose, A Handbook of Latin Literature: from the 

Earliest Times to the Death of St. Augustine (London, 1936), 

pp. 242 ff. 

16Ibid., p. 291. 
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shaped the course of Greek history for many centuries. In the 

time of Cicero, the oracle had fallen into contempt, according 

to Hovey,*9 and soon afterward the use of the oracle by rulers 

ceased entirely. 

The temple of Apollo at Delphi, which was established 

because of the slaying of the python,20 iS only one of the 

many stories and songs associated with Apollo. Other images In 

Lowell1s play, especially, the sun, the sea, and the dolphin, 

could recall other myths associated with Apollo. Through the 

classical allusions to the serpent, from primitive mythology 

through establishment of the temple at Delphi, Lowell has un-

folded the evolution of religions. 

Two of Lowell* s images of the serpent occur in the opening 

of his play; the third one is more obscure and, for that reason, 

perhaps more significant. Probably the first two are especially 

dependent upon ancient mythology. The lines of Prometheus recall 

the "good old days. They were never good. We come from a snake 

19 
M. Oldfield Howey, The Encircled Serpent i A Study of 

Serpent Symbolism in All Countries and Ages (New York, 1955), 

p. 143« 

20 
Apollo was said to have overcome the monster, Typho, 

which was responsible for the upheaval at Mount Aetna. See 

Howey, p. 149. 
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wrapped around a mud-egg."2^- The allusion to an early story of 

cosmogony, that the great serpent Ophlon coiled about the 

"Universal Egg," will be familiar to readers of Robert Graves' 

account of an early creation myth which credits two early 

sources, Ap^llonius Rhodius and Ovid. (Another reference to 

the same story may be found in Homer's Iliad. Book XX).22 

Lowell's second image of the serpent, while still primitive, 

may be an advanced concept. The "cruel wisdom of the serpent" 23 

recalls the fact that ancient people believed that the serpent 

possessed a daemon, capable of revealing prophetic wisdom; more-

over, the serpent, because it shed its skin and gained a new 

one each year, was believed to possess the secret of immortality. 

One archetypal image of the serpent described by M. Oldfield 

Howey, a serpent of bronze, is suggested by Lowell* s "gnashing 

river, coiling back on itself, like a snake. . . its mouth, 

bronze-colored, spade-3haped. . .*2^ Howey recalls the "brazen 

21 
Lowell, Prometheus Bound, p. 8. 

22Robert Graves, The Greek Myths. I (Maryland, 1955)* 27. 

23 
Lowell, Prometheus Bound, p. 8. 

24 , 
Ibid., p. 47. 
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serpent of Moses"25 used as a charm against living serpents. 

The serpent, as he explains it, was a symbol from God that the 

people should respect Moses* word;2^ at the same time, Howey 

explains the relationship between that brazen serpent and 

Christ,27 each being symbolic of eternal life. One analogy may 

be discerned, then, between the serpent and eternity; another 

parallel could be observed between the serpent and wisdom, main-

taining the metaphorical imagery of Apollo. Lowell's reference 

to the snake-shaped river is located within a passage which has 

described the "purifying sun," a frequent symbol for Apollo. 

The serpent symbolizes materialism in several of Lowell's 

poems; among them are "Where the Rainbow Ends,"2® "Christmas 

Eve Under Hooker's Statue,"29 and "Snake."3° Prom its inception, 

25Howey, pp. 80, 147. 

2^See Numbers: XXI:<?• 

2^See John III: 14. Cf. Maud Bodkin, Archetypal Patterns 

in Poetry (London, 1934), pp. 276-277• Also see Jacobi, p. 157• 

28Robert Lowell, Lord Weary*s Castle (New York, 1946), p. 

69. Lowell's utilization of the serpent and the dove may recall 

the warning from Matthew 10: 16. 

2^Ibid., p. 17. This poem also Includes the "ancient 

speckled serpent." 

3°Robert Lowell, Notebook. 1067-68 (New York, 1969), P. 54. 
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his poetry has been filled with strong warnings against 

attempting to worship both God and Mammon. In his ambivalent 

use of the snake as a symbol, Lowell exemplifies the dual arche-

type of the serpent as explained by Harold Bayley: 

No beast of the field has had so many lessons exempli-

fied by its attributes as the serpent. The sloughing of 

its worn-out skin led to its adoption as a symbol of the 

spiritual re-birth, but there was also seen to be a close 

analogy between the serpent* s crawl in the dust and the 

earth-creeping attitude of materialism. Thus the same 

object served sometimes as the symbol of two diametrically 

opposed ideas, and in allegory one meets as constantly 

with the Evil as with the Good Serpent. It was the ser-

pent of materialism—more subtle than any beast of the 

field—that seduced Eve in Eden. During the wanderings of 

the Israelites the dual symbolism is brought into juxta-

position in the story that the children of Israel were 

mortally bitten by serpents, and that those only who looked 

upon the Serpent uplifted by Moses were healed.3^* 

Bayley states that it has been the mission of poets to attack 

materialism and to remarry the sundered Earth and Heaven, which 

were severed by a serpent, according to a primitive belief. 

Lowell*s references to serpents may allude to that separation 

of Heaven and Earth, or a millennium, or again, a cosmogonical 

occurrence. 

Lowell's latest poem, "Snake," discloses again the poet's 

use of the multiple imagery of the snake, uniting the ancient 

concepts of mythology and the Biblical concepts from both 

Testaments. Significantly, the short poem is placed foremost in 

31Harold Bayley, The Lost Language of Symbolism. I (New 

York, 1951), 88. 
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a section entitled "Christmas and the New Year" and begins 

"One of Godfs creatures, just as much as you, / or Godj what 

other bends its back in crooks / and curves so gracefully, or 

yields a point." Lowell's admiration for the snake is apparent 

in the following lines, and the central point of the sonnet is 

concentrated within the last line: "my little lamb in wolfskin, 

whip of wisdom," which succinctly evokes both the ancient view 

and the prophetic visions of Christ in the Old Testament.32 

Lowells use of the serpent image in "Children of Light," a 

poem from his Pulitzer Prize-winning volume, has been explicated 

by one reviewer who observes that Lowell has employed irony 

through the use of that symbol, and that, "Paradoxically, the 

light proves to be darkness, since * the seeds of light* are 

shown to be those of the Serpent."33 

Finally, in the multiple imagery of the serpent in Lowell* s 

description of the "river coiling back on itself," the figure 

recalls the encircled serpent, with its tail in its mouth, 

which represents a poetic image because of its ancient concept 

32Isaiah XI: 6, 9. 

33jjeviiie Braybrooke, "The Poetry of Robert Lowell," 

Catholic World. CLXXXXVIII (January 7, 1964), 230-237. 
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of eternity. In Catholic symbolism,3^ the Eucharistic wafer 

1s circular, representing the spirit of eternal life. According 

to Jung, the spheres or circles (of which there are many 

examples in Lowell*s play) represent unity, based on Eastern 

religion and the concept of the Mandala.35 in that respect, 

Lowell*s apocalyptic view could be interpreted as being similar 

to that of Yeats. John Frank Kermode has explained that "Yeats 

is certainly an apocalyptic poet, but he does not take it 

literally, and this, I think, is characteristic of the atti-

tude . . . of modern poets."36 Kermode*s explanation of Yeats* 

gyres points up a possible similarity to Lowell*s spheres and 

circular concepts, particularly of unity. 

They (the gyregjj are a figure for the co-existence of 

the past and future at the time of transition. . . . 

Actually, on Yeat*s view of the historical cycle, there 

were transient moments of perfection, or what he called 

Unity of Being, but there was no way of making these 

permanent. . . .37 

Bayley explains a theory that conforms to the ancient opinion 

of Origen that the Millennium would consist of a gradual 

3^Howey, p. 2. 

35Jung, Symbols, pp. 213, 225. 

36John Prank Kermode, The Sense of an Ending (New York, 

1967), P. 98. 

37Ibid.. p. 100. 
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enlightenment, rather than a cataclysmic event.3® Traditionally, 

the serpent stands in a peculiar relationship to mankind; on the 

one hand, as a symbol of darkness and evil through the inheri-

tance of folklore,39 and on the other hand, as a representation 

of wisdom. Rollo May states that the Biblical story of the 

Garden of Eden and the myth of Prometheus both speak "a classic 

truth."40 He explains that the story from Genesis reveals con-

flict and anxiety which stem from self-awareness. The stories 

are comparable because they teach that there a limitation to 

the amount of knowledge that man may seek. It is understandable, 

May believes, "that primitive storytellers would be unable to 

distinguish between constructive self-consciousness and re-

bellion."41 

The serpent, often thought to be a symbol of mystical 

meaning has been a favorite image of both Lowell and Shelley}42 

it also has been considered as having psychological significance. 

38Bayley, p. 55. 392Tacobi, pe 156. 

40, 

10. 

41, 

^Rollo May, Man* s Search for Himself (New York, 1953), 

p. 180. 

Ibid., p. 183. 

'Maud Bodkin ha 

cance of the serpent to Shelley* See Bodkin, p. 250ff. 

hp 
Maud Bodkin has offered a theory concerning the signifi-
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Jacobi describes it as an archetypal symbol: 

Thus the snake not only signifies instinct, but also has 

another, magical, mystical-religious meaning. It is the 

expression of a particular state, a "libido analogue," or 

reflection of the dynamism of the psyche, representing 

the ceaseless flow of the psychic process. It is the 

quicksilver of the alchemists, the "serpens Mercurii" in 

man, whose psychic life drives forward, never resting.^3 

Throughout Lowell1s play, the naturalistic images are dia-

metrically opposed to those of the Aeschylean version, and 

instead of Shelley*s brilliant color imagery, Lowell has sub-

stituted dull colors, such as yellow, gray, or bronze. Those 

deliberate innovations could symbolize the death of a civiliza-

tion, or they could imply the alienation of man from nature. 

The model which Lowell may have used for the concept of aliena-

tion may have been Goethe's or Byron*s short works on Prometheus; 

the idea was not Greek. As noted by Karoly Kerenyi, "Isolation 

as a common fate—this modern contradiction—was not part of 

the Greek image of man."1*1* Kerenyi perceives Goethe's Prome-

theus as a being who is alienated from God; thus his theory is 

somewhat different from that of Thorslev, who thought that 

Byron's and Goethe's Prometheus reflected humanistic traits and 

divinity of mankind as well. Kerenyi makes one other observation 

Jacobi, p. 157. 

Kerenyi, Prometheus, p. 6. 
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which could be seen to some extent In Lowell's alienated 

Prometheus: 

Goethe*s Prometheus is no God, no Titan, no man, but the 

immortal prototype of man as the original rebel and 

affirmer of his fate . . . He belongs rather to the more 

recent history of ideas and anticipates the Nietzschean 

or Existentialist view of man.^5 

Other allusions to Greek mythology might also be suggestive; for 

example, Lowell has Prometheus say that he heard the "unintel-

ligible weeping of c h a o s , w h i c h apparently connotes X«oS > 

the beginning of the world for the Greeks—chaos meaning nothing-

ness. Within that episode with Ocean, Prometheus speaks of 

the "tropical sea washing over me from sun to sun—many bright 

fish there, many valuable weeds,"^7 but he adds that "now that 

JiQ 

ocean is dry." He is recalling the "aimless and earlier days."^° 

Lowell*s images of the sea in that passage and in a statement by 

a choral voice, 

Each wave tears itself apart, when it hits the shore. The 

waters under the earth are black. The waters above the 

earth will never stop weeping, descending and breaking.*9 

45lbld.. p. 17. 

^ L o w e l l , Prometheus Bound, p. 16. 

^Ibld. ^8Ibid. 

49Ibid.. p. 30. 
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has a precedent in Shelley* s Act Pour of Prometheus Uribound: 

And fishes which were isles of living scale, 

And serpents, bony chains, twisted around 

The iron crags, or within heaps of dust 

To which the tortuous strength of their last pangs 

Had crushed the iron crags; and over these 

The jagged alligator, and the might 

Of earth-convulsing behemoth, which once 

Were monarch beasts, and on the slimy shores, 

And weed-overgrown continents of earth, 

Increased and multiplied like summer worms . . .5° 

(11. 304-313) 

For Shelley, those lines represented a visionary idea of 

evolutionary change, based upon the theory of Cuvier, but for 

Lowell similar images reflect his nostalgic backward glance and 

possibly his influence from Pound. Lowell1s purposeful descrip-

tion of a natural world which is hostile to man could be sug-

gestive either of an attitude toward nature which primitive man 

supposedly held or of a cataclysmic change from a prehistoric 

world which scientists might perceive. One especially symbolic 

line Is that "the sky Is about to crack," and others are found 

in the opening monologue of Prometheus, who, in the Aeschylean 

drama, was chained on the top of the mountain to suffer alone. 

Other lines reflecting alienation from nature are "waterfalls 

foaming down the mountain drops," the "gnashing laughter of the 

waves dying out on the sand," the "inescapable sky," the "sun 

50 Shelley, Poetical Works, p. 257< 
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oil its stiff rounds," and the "blank sky."51 Even the birds 

who had been friendly sea nymphs in the Aeschylean version 

have become three gulls vith harsh voices in Lowell* s modernized 

derivation. The only pleasing image of nature may be found in 

Prometheus* tripartite apostrophe, "Bright sky, bright sky, 

bright sky*." and this line could also represent an address to 

the Zeus of Homer*s Iliad, who was known by that epithet. 

Another warlike image from Homer could be seen in the substitu-

tion made by Lowell of a hawk instead of an eagle during the 

first choral ode. Prometheus inquires about his.wife but asks 

the chorus to "warn her she mustn*t come yet. . . The wings of 

the hawk are too freshly smashed, his eye is frightened and 

starved.1,52 

The naming of Alcyone as Prometheus* wife and the idea 

that Zeus gave her an island to rule are significant departures 

from the Aeschylean version, in which there is no wife, and 

from Shelley*s version, in which Asia is Prometheus* wife. Al-

cyone could represent cataclysmic upheaval, particularly when 

coupled with the reference to Typho,53 since both were condemned 

^Lowell, Prometheus Bound, p. 5« 

5^Ibid., p. 6. 

53Ibid.. p. 18. 
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to the underworld, and both usually connote earthquakes or 

volcanoes, (in Aeschylus* version, some reference may be 

traced to the eruption of Mount Aetna.) The name Alcyone is a 

variation on the name of a formidable giant Alkyoneus, about 

whom the earliest account was given by Pindar. H. J. Rose 

describes three cosmic catastrophes5^ which are represented in 

mythologems of the Greeks and other peoples. Alkyoneus was one 

of the giants in the Gigantomachy, a revolt by the giants 

against the Olympian gods. Three distinct attempts were believed 

to have been made by Earth to avenge Heaven (the Gigantomachy, 

the assault by Typhoeus, and the Aloadae); hence, Lowell1s 

monster is named Typho to follow the Aeschylean version and to 

represent cosmic upheaval. Lowell uses the name, Typho, five 

times In rather rapid succession (one time as a symbol of re-

b e l l i o n ) ^ Probably through the rapid repetition of the name, 

he intends to suggest cosmic upheaval, according to the tra-

ditional association. 

Suggestion of cosmic upheaval, a theme of all three 

Promethean plays under consideration, suggests Plato*s Polltlcus 

myth, which is generally considered as one source for Shelley's 

5l*H. J. Rose, A Handbook of Greek Mythology (New York, 

1929), PP. 57-59. 

-^Lowell, Prometheus Bound, p. 17. 
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concept of perfectibility. Plato1s myth represented a reversal 

of the declining order of the ages which had been envisioned by 

the poet Hesiod, writing in the eighth century before the birth 

of Christ. The myth of Plato contains the revelation: "In due 

time he will close the present period—that of Zeus—by again 

taking the helm of the Cosmos. Then will be the resurrection " 

of the Dead."56 Lowell*s return to the more ancient concept 

of the decline of the ages coincides with his pessimistic view 

expressed in his early poetry. His evolutionary view of modern 

man projects an interesting contrast to Shelley's concept of 

perfectibility, because Lowell coordinates the declining of the 

ages with a decline of the gods which man might have worshipped 

and an ironic view of individual man who may have conceived of 

himself as his own god. 

As Lowell ponders the inscrutability of God (for example, 

in the choral voice* s statement that "God may get used to man 

and lose interest, but gods never believe they have proved 

themselves. I am afraid of the blind ambition and helplessness 

of G o d " ) , 5 7 the play's motif often approaches Carl Jung*s 

r6 J Plato, The Myths of Plato, translated by J. A. Stewart 

(Carbondale, i960), p. 179. 

«57 
•^'Lowell, Prometheus Bound, p. 12. 
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theory in Answer to Job5Q that man has produced his own concept 

of God throughout the centuries and that this concept has con-

tinually evolved through the nature of manfs own mind. That 

theory is also expressed by Shelley in Prometheus Unbound when 

he implies that Prometheus created Jupiter. Thorslev states, 

"The fact that Prometheus calls himself the creator of Jupiter 

can be explained if the reader views Jupiter as man*s conception 

of the gods of traditional religions.*^ While Shelley's 

Jupiter has been said to recall the jealous Old Testament God 

of vengeance, Lowell's Zeus may recall that view at one time, 

but his historical mind recalls all of the primitive concepts 

throughout the history of religion, as he recalls the primitive 

man's conception of God in nature and polytheism. 

Lowell's Prometheus suggests the ancient worship of serpents 

and the Pelasglan creation myth, as has been mentioned in another 

section of this thesis, when the Titan says, "W"e come from a 

snake wrapped around a mud-egg. . . . Each ended when the cruel 

wisdom of the serpent had been broken by the formless mud."^0 

5eCarl G. Jung, Answer to Job (New York, i960), p. 15. 

59o?horslev, p. 116. 

^°Lowell, Prometheus Bound, p. 8. 
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Within that episode, he refers to the succession of gods from 

Hesiod*s TheogoaY^1 as he describes the overthrow of Uranus by 

Cronus and of Cronus by Zeus. The reversal of that succession 

of gods may be noted again in a later passages 

Before Zeus, the lesser order of 

Cronus; before Cronus, the still 

lesser order of Uranus. Still less, 

still less, still less*. An infinite 

whittling away. The nothingness of 

our^beginning is hard at work to bury 

ULS • 

A nostalgic tone may be noted in another passage in Lowell's 

play: 

Third Voice: But the peoples of the 

earth cry out in sorrow at the downfall 

of those old powers and their long-heId 

* honors. The Titans are gone."3 

The nature of Zeus is revealed as an evolving concept in 

Lowell* s play, just as the power of Jupiter was overcome in 

Shelley's play. One passage, which could be compared with a 

similar discussion in the Aeschylean version of this drama, 

presents a brief dialogue between the choral voice and 

Hesiod, Hesiod. translated by Richard Lattimore (Ann 

Arbor, 1959), pp. 133, 134, 150. 

^2Lowell, Prometheus Bound, p. 24. 

63lbid.. p. 20. 
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Prometheus. 

Third Voice: No, Zeus is eternal, 

Prometheus: Zeus eternal*. Why he is counting 

his days. Perhaps he is already 

more than halfway through his 

count 

The Aeschylean dialogue was ostensibly more ambiguous, just as 

the language was typically "embellished" in the Aeschylean 

style for which he was renowned. The essential thought for 

Lowell may follow in the remainder of the same dialogue; 

Third Voices You changed man from the highest 

of the animals to the lowest 

of the godst 

Prometheus: Man is a poor god, too intelligent 

to hide from his unceasing guilt, 

too stupid to escape. That story 

trails off in death. 

Third Voice: This is the wisdom, Prometheus, 

we have learned by looking at you.°5 

Within that passage, as well as in some others, Lowell may 

have purposely reflected the existential element of modern 

Western cultures. Lowell*s Prometheus voices the answer which 

was only implied by Aeschylus: "Zeus eternal! Why he is 

counting his days. n66 In a comparable scene from the Aeschylean 

64 
Ibid., p. 24. 

65 
Ibid., p. 85< 

66 
lb id •. p. 24. 
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counterpart, Prometheus seems to question the eternal rule of 

Zeus, even though that skepticism was not condoned within 

Aeschylus* society. Although the ambiguity might have suffi-

ciently shielded the meaning from an audience of the fifth 

century before Christ, a modern reader would notice the words 

of Prometheus at a moment of high Interest in Prometheus Bound: 

Not yet hath all-ordaining Destiny 

decreed my release; but after many 

year, broken by a world of disaster 

and woe, I shall be delivered. 

The craft of the forger is weaker 

far than Necessity."7 

The choral stasimon anticipates a speculative reconciliation 

similar to the conclusion of Aeschylus* Orestela. Scholars 

have suggested that Aeschylus may have restored order as he 

had done in the Eumenides by the unity of Zeus and Moira (Destiny 

or Necessity).6® The question of Zeus* eternal rule is posed by 

the stichomythic dialogue; 

Chorus leader: Who then holds the helm of Necessity? 

Prometheus: The Pates triform and unforgetting Furies. 

Leader: And Zeus, is he less in power than these? > 

Prometheus: He may not avoid what is destined. 

Leader: What is destined for Zeus but endless rule?°9 

^Whitney J. Oates and Eugene 0*Neill, Jr., The Complete 

Greek Drama. I (New York, 1938), 141. 

^8Harrison, Themis, pp. 385-386, 

69ibid. 
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The last question Is one which Prometheus does not answer. He 
l 

appears to have faith in his own foresight more than in that of 

Zeus, especially since he knows tt at his mother Themis has 

given him this vision. The promise by Themis would have Rep-

resented to the Greek audience a more ancient wisdom than the 

vision of either Prometheus or Zeus; therefore, her foresight 

would be reliable. The multiplicity of interpretation which 

might be suggested by Themis will be discussed further in the 

next chapter. 

In an overall view, three implication may be drawn from 

the passage cited from Aeschylus* Prometheus Vinctus: (1) 

Aeschylus anticipated the demise of the worship of Zeus and the 

Olympian gods following the enlightenment of the new philosophies 

of the fifth century before Christ, although he still recognized 

the reverence in which his audience held them; (2) the impor-

tance of the power of Themis and the contrast between Zeus* 

tyranny and Prometheus1 love of mankind could reflect an evolu-

tionary view of God on the part of Aeschylus, who was mono-

theistic; (3) the significance of the playwright's attitude 

toward Pate or Necessity reveals an optimistic trend among 

Greek thinkers, who were beginning to believe that man, who has 

free will, is not necessarily ruled by the Furies, or by Fate, 

or by punishment for the sins of their fathers. Those older 
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superstitions were just beginning to become obscure during 

Aeschylus* lifetime. Many centuries later, the nineteenth-

century British poets who re-discovered the drama or Prometheus 

Bound were to amplify these three ideas. 



CHAPTER VI 

FINAL SPECULATIONS ON THE MEANING 

OP PROMETHEUS BOUND 

That Zeus was considered omnipotent but not omniscient 

vas a basic theme in Aeschylus* play. The power of Zeus repre-

sented authority to Greek audiences of the fifth century before 

Christ; consequently, the importance to early nineteenth-century 

writers who relied upon that traditional association was that 

the demise of Zeus symbolized the downfall of monarchs, and 

the stance of Prometheus as a rebellious figure became a symbol 

of man's individual free will posed against tyranny. During 

the nineteenth century, the meaning of freedom had to be studied, 

and Necessity had to be re-defined by philosophical thinkers who 

rejected the eighteenth-century rationalism. Since the impor-

tance of free will of the individual man has been demonstrated 

in the Aeschylean prototype of the play under consideration 

and since Shelley utilized that play to illustrate the triumph 

of individual will over Necessity, according to the position 

75 
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taken in this study,1 the conclusions vill probably differ from 

both the popular and scholarly interpretations. The fact that 

Robert Lowell has revised his author*s note may be accepted as 

a refutation of certain contemporary reviews which observed 
» 

political implications.2 In his revised edition, Lowell states 

that his characterization of Zeus represents "the laws of 

nature, or nature1s God, as the eighteenth century might say."3 

When Lowell's Zeus is considered from that viewpoint, then the 

statement could mean that he is not necessarily a "prime mover" 

or creator, but that he is like other beings subject to the laws 

of nature; that is of Force and Power, Lowell1s other two ab-

stract figures who have their prototypes in Aeschylus* play. 

If Lowell*s symbolization is accepted in that manner, then the 

figure of Zeus would coincide with the one which Aeschylus had 

portrayed, since Aeschylus had placed Zeus in a similar relation 

^It should be noted that, after the thesis of the present 

study had been established, one scholarly study was located 

which opposes the opinion that Aeschylus and Shelley project 

a belief in free will of the individual. M. Byron Raizis, 

"Robert Lowell* s Prometheus Bound," Papers on Language and 

Literaturej V (Summer, 1969), 15^~168. 

2Julius Novick, "Theatre," The Ration. CCIV (June,26, 

1967), 889-830. 

^Lowell, Prometheus Bound, p. vi. 
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with the law of Necessity. Lowell could be leaving a somewhat 

equivocal concept of the nature of Zeus. Possibly this ambi-

guity permits the-reader to ponder whether rationalism is be-

coming a strong force in the twentieth century as it was during 

the eighteenth century. 

Prometheus as the mind or spirit of man has been explicated 

as one of the abstractions portrayed by Shelley*s figure; ac-

cepting that symbol, the reader may find Lowell*s Prometheus to 

be quixotic, ironic, or even absurd. The interpretation within 

this thesis follows the explanation which has been introduced 

in Chapter Three as Romantic Irony. Although many distortions 

of Shelley* s imagery could be indicated in Lowell* s play, the 

one example which appears pertinent to this discussion is found 

in the two respective speeches by Prometheus in which he recalls 

the gifts which he has presented to mankind. While Shelley*s 

lyrical drama elicits the essence of hope, a quality also found 

in Aeschylus* play, Lowell's speech through Prometheus becomes 

an ironic mockery of the Promethean gifts. Like Aeschylus, 

whose Prometheus states that he gave men "blind hopes," Lowell 

uses the words but changes the tone with the innovations: "I 

gave the sufferers a drug. Now they often forget about dying" 

and "I gave them hope, blind hopes*. . . . Men see much less 

surely now, but they suffer less—they can hardly draw breath 
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now without taking hope."** (The gifts are enumerated later.)5 

Lowells Prometheus, condemned to be devoid of his fore-

sight, one of his qualities from Greek mythology, and endlessly 

chained to a rock, apparently represents the power of man*s 

mind to judge wisely. Some readers might consider the abstrac-

tion parallel to the creative faculty of man's mind separated 

from the rational faculty (Zeus), as Shelley*s separation be-

tween Jupiter and Prometheus has been interpreted.^ Although 

that possibility is apparent in Lowell, his specific divisions 

are not as clear-cut as are Shelley's.7 Lowell presents a clue 

to characterization through Power, who states; 
\ 

It1s laughable that you are called Prometheus, the 

Foresee-er. As long as the rule and order of the 

world remain, you will foresee only what you now 

see: Force: this rock unchanging, yourself 

unchanging, Prometheus unchanged and chained to 

this unchanging rock.® 

^Lowell, Prometheus Bound, pp. 10-11. 

5lbid., pp. 31-23. 

^F. A. Lea, Shelley and the Romantic Revolution (London, 

19^5), PP. H3, 121. 

7 
'Prometheus, as presented by Shelley, has also been de-

picted as "the creative spirit of man, which builds a new 

world based on Christian humanitarian ethics, the Greek love 

of nature and beauty, and the experimental scientific research 

of the modern man." See Grabo, Interpretation, p. 178. 

8 
Lowell, Prometheus Bound, p. 4. 
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The loss of foresight, or imagination, is re-inforced in pas-

sages later in the play, when Prometheus is unable to predict 

the name of the successor to Zeus, although that inability-

could be a purposeful restraint of memory, from the wisdom im-

parted by his mother, Themis, or Mother Earth. The loss of 

wisdom, however, becomes apparent in the stumbling efforts of 

Lowell*s Prometheus to find the Truth.9 

To gain the clearest perspective on Lowell's characteriza-

tion of Zeus, one vantage point might be gained from the obser-

vations made by Coleridge during a lecture in which he explained 

the Aeschylean drama. Probably Coleridge's definition of the 

Aeschylean Zeus would be just as enlightening for Lowell's 

readers as it was for the Greek play: 

Nature, or Zeus. . . knows herself only, can only 

come to a knowledge of herself in man'. And even 

in man, only as man is supernatural, above nature, 

poetic. But this knowledge man refuses to communi-

cate J that is, the human understanding alone is 

at once self-conscious and conscious of nature. 

For Lowell, the character of Zeus is symbolic of the Necessity 

^Ibld.. pp. 49-50. 

•*-°Samuel Taylor Coleridge, The Complete Works of Samuel 

Taylor Coleridge t With an Introductory Essay Upon His 

Philosophical and Theological Opinions. XV (New York, 1864), 

3 6 4 - 3 6 5 . 
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of modern-day scientism. His nostalgic viev is seen through 

the words of Prometheus, who states that he "used to see un-

ending circles of light . . . and now sees a thunderhead, a 

false face, blackened, crisp, all-powerful."** Prometheus had 

described the world earlier as "an infinite sphere of intelli-

gence. . . indicating a mind in things."12 

Zeus, for Robert Lowell, probably represents the tyranny 

of modern science (or Necessity), a force which, after being 

set in motion, continues on its own course, under its own ac-

celeration, without regard for the will of its creators. The 

tyrannical force, as traditionally presented, was provoked by 

the action of Prometheus, who, in bringing fire to mankind, em-

bodies a Faustian concept of knowledge in some of the poems 

written about Prometheus. Apparently Lowell has chosen that 

theme, as well as an undercurrent of thought which reflects 

man's struggle to know himself and to reconstruct a literary 

image of a God who has become obscure. Lowell*s Prometheus is 

not defiant, but he states, "Zeus had to make nothing of me, so 

that he himself could be everything. That's the law and disease 

of tyrants. . ."*3 Then an example of Lowell's equivocation is 

•'""'•Lowell, Prometheus Bound, p. 43. 

12Ibid., p. 9. 13lbid., p. 10. 
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observed, as Prometheus asks, "But is Zeus a tyrant? I'm not 

s u r e ^ 

Hermes is portrayed by Lowell as an extension of Zeus, a 

composite character patterned after Pound's style of fusion, who 

apparently represents the militaristic nature of Zeus1 bureau-

cracy, or at least, the arrogance of Force. Within the episode 

with Io, Hermes is characterized traditionally as the messenger 

of Zeus who appeared to rid her of Argus, the monster with one 

hundred eyes, whom Hera had sent to plague Io because of her 

Illicit relationship with Hera*s husband. Lowell's Hermes also 

carries the feather, with which according to mythology he lulled 

Argus to sleep. Lowell's modern character is overbearing. His 

extreme arrogance is indicated in stage directions which indicate 

that his words ""are edged with condescension and an unfeeling 

aloofness. He only understands authority, and is vexed at 

having to negotiate with Prometheus, who has none.#^5 Lowell's 

personal aversion to military authority thus becomes quite 

apparent. 

The words of Hermes reflect a tonal contrast with the words 

of Ocean, who appears to be a sincere, though ineffective, coun-

selor representing the old order. The hope for reconciliation 

14 
Ibid. 15Ibid.. p. 57. 
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may be found within his statement that he thinks that "we still 

have time to come to terms with God. You still have some mys-

terious value to him."-^ Lowell*s prophetic, though often 

ominous, vision may still appear hopeful in the words that 

Prometheus utters when he thinks that he hears Zeus "crawling 

to me on his hands and knees;" if so, they might be able to 

"trick or at least delay the fire."^ The trickery, of course, 

refers to the older role of Prometheus as trickster, but Pro-

metheus' next sentence: "Our minds will be joined again"^® 

implies the concept of the universal mind.19 The fire is one 

of Lowell1s more ambiguous images, varying according to the use 

which is made of it; but in the finale, Prometheus recognizes, 

"I am burning in my own fire,"20 whereas the Aeschylean version 

l6Ibid., p. 15. 17Ibld,. p. 56. 

18lbid. 

•^The ^dea of the universal mind is universal; however, 

that theory may be traced to Pythagoras, or to Plato, and to 

Shelley or Emerson during the nineteenth century. 

2^Ibld.. p. 67. The immediate impression for the modern 

reader is that Lowell intends the ending to represent a nuclear 

holocaust. The cosmic disaster, however, would parallel the 

ancient atomic philosophy of Lucretius. See Lucretius, On 

the Nature of the Universe (New York, 1958), pp. 63, 63, 68, 

or see Henry Rushton Fairclough, Love of Nature among the Greeks 

M Romans (London, 1930), pp. 187-188. 
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had depicted the final spectacular scene as one in which 

Prometheus faced the wrath of Zeus, whose fire and lightning 

surrounded Prometheus and the sea nymphs.21 The fire in 

Lowell's play could have a further suggestion of a millennium 

within the Christian meaning; the allusion to Christ is also a 

Jungian symbol. According to*a Heracleitan philosophy, the 

fire could symbolize a change in man, or a concept of continual 

flux; thus, fire would be a regenerative process. 

The apostrophe to Mother Earth (Gaia or Themis) follows 

the conclusion of the Aeschylean version, where Aeschylus had 

used poetic license in making Themis the mother of Prometheus 

rather than Klymene, the daughter of Oceanus, as recorded by 

Hesiod.22 Since scholars can only speculate upon the method by 

which Aeschylus achieved a restoration of order, as all Greek 

trilogies did, Lowell's reconciliation may also be a matter of 

speculation, based upon his dependence upon a cyclical motif 

and upon the appeal to Mother Earth. While Jane Ellen Harrison 

has explained the evolution of worship (from Gaia, through 

^Staging effects are discussed by Gilbert Murray as 

they might have been utilized in the Greek theater. See 

Murray, pp. 38-40. 

22Besiod, p. 153. 
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Themis, to Apollo, and Zeus),23 she concludes that Themis sym-

bolizes the basic religion. Another scholar, John H. Finley, 

correlates the conclusion by Aeschylus vith the poetry of Pin-

dar to arrive at his theory of reconciliation: 

Though Aeschylus could entertain the fearful suspicion 

that intelligence and sentience are at odds with the 

world and end in hatred for the world's intractability, 

he finally escaped the ghastly thought. . . . It is 

only when intellect perceives states of being beyond 

itself that it sees its own partiality, hence is 

ready to forgive. The solution of the trilogy follows 

from Aeschylus* sense of this wider being. The mind*s 

harmony with the world, prefigured in the sympathy of 

the Oceanids, ultimately frees the mind from its isolation, 

returning it to the understanding of the whole.24 

Pinley*s explanation, thus, is another one which transcends 

despair. The third scholar, who has observed the play through 

archaeological findings which have been made available during 

recent research, is Karoly Kerenyi. His theory may have been 

familiar to Lowell because of Kerenyi*s association with Jung. 

Rather than a final cosmic upheaval, the conclusion may repre-

sent a marriage between Zeus and Themis, "the earthly maternal 

principle,"25 according to Kerenyi. The effect of that marriage 

^Harrison, Themis, p. 386. 

2^John H. Pinley, Jr., Pindar and Aeschylus (Cambridge, 

1955), PP. 232-233-

^Kerenyi, Prometheus, p. 101. 
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would be to "consolidate the world order and bring universal 

contentment." The speculation is that the marriage might have 

been described in the Titanomachla. which Aeschylus would have 

known, although modern scholars may only wonder. Finley*s con-

clusion agrees with that sense of harmony, as he states that 

"Earth, who had given him the secret that he at last willingly 

surrendered to Zeus, is herself in that act reconciled with 

Zeus, and mind and intuition, male and female, creativity and 

changelessness, resolve their discords.*^ Thus, Lowell's play 

may have once more achieved resolution of discord through the 

conflict of the opposites—or, as Camus would say, the revolu-

tion in Lowell*s play has completed its full cycle—but only, 

of course, through the appeal to the ancient wisdom of the fe-

male anima of the universe. 

26Finley, p. 238. 
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